A Ferrography Laboratory for fast efficient, low cost separation and interpretation of wear and contaminant particles from used lubrication oils, hydraulic fluids, greases, coolants and fuels.

**The Thistle Tube Concept**

T2FM stands for Thistle Tube Ferrogram Maker. The heart of the T2FM is the glass thistle tube. The name comes from its unique shape resembling the thistle plant. The glass thistle tube provides a constant and efficient flow of sample into the substrate. The sample, after dilution, is poured directly into the top of the thistle tube. In seconds, the sample begins flowing across the ferrogram. The diameter and length of the capillary section of the thistle tube controls the flow rate onto the ferrogram.

A rinse cycle is initiated as soon as the last of the sample has left the thistle tube. Solvent is dripped onto the lip of the thistle tube as it is slowly rotated, thoroughly rinsing the walls and cleaning it for the next sample.

**Innovation, Quality and Support**

The T2FM 500 prepares a ferrogram more quickly than ever before. There is no delay time as sample is pumped through plastic tubing before reaching the ferrogram surface. Furthermore, the rinse may begin as soon as the sample leaves the thistle tube. The T2FM delivers the entire sample and all the particles contained therein onto the ferrogram surface. There is also no distortion of particles since the thistle tube concept eliminates the need for a pump.

A crystal clear rinse is obtained without fail for every ferrogram. There are no last minute drips of oil sample onto the ferrogram leaving distracting halos around the particles when viewed under the microscope.

**Bichromatic Microscope**

A bichromatic microscope is used to view and examine ferograms made with the T2FM 500. The bichromatic microscope is equipped with both reflected and transmitted light sources so that the ferrogram may be illuminated from both above and below the microscope stage. A green filter is used in the transmitted light path and a red filter is used in the reflected light path, this is referred to as bichromatic illumination in the practice of ferrography. With bichromatic illumination, metal particles which reflect light appear bright red, whereas nonmetallic particles appear green because light transmits through them.
Video Camera and Software
A video camera connected to a computer displays, prints, stores and retrieves ferrographic images. Comparison of old ferrograms with ferrograms from recent lubricating oil samples allows determination of evolving wear modes inside a machine or engine.

Main Components of the Ferrography Laboratory
- Model T2FM Analytical Ferrograph
- Bichromatic microscope
- Video camera
- Video capture card
- Image capture software
- Optional industrial standard PC

Key Features of the T2FM 500
- Efficient separation of wear and contaminant particles from fluid samples
- Rapid preparation of ferrogram
- No deformation of particles
- Separates particles up to 800 μm in size
- Lower cost per sample
- Uses fewer consumables
- Achieves cleaner rinses
- Easy to operate
- ASTM D7690 compliant